Dear UM Faculty,

A reminder, from the Mansfield Library, that changes to the Elsevier ScienceDirect ejournal package went into effect on January 1, 2024. As a result, numerous journals are not immediately available on the ScienceDirect publisher site. See Postcancellation access to Elsevier ScienceDirect articles for information about the changes. Journals with the highest usage from the past several years continue to be immediately available. Options for obtaining articles from cancelled journals include a rapid article delivery service called Article Galaxy Scholar (AGS) that fulfills requests almost immediately.

A revised and updated Library Guide to Finding Articles is available to assist students and faculty with efficiently finding and accessing journal articles through a variety of options including: AGS, OneSearch, library databases, Interlibrary Loan, LibKey Nomad (an open access browser plugin), Google Scholar, and directly from authors.

If you have questions or would like to communicate with a library representative about resources, please email library.serials@umontana.edu.

-Mansfield Library